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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0777027A1] The present invention relates to a door or port hinge means (10) having a stationary part (12) which includes a sleeve (26),
a moveable part (30) which includes a sleeve (36), and a rod (22) which functions to mutually connect the sleeves (26, 36) and which forms the
rotational centre of said moveable part. The invention is characterized in that the end surface of each sleeve has disposed around its periphery
two planar, essentially horizontal first surfaces (50); two cam surfaces (52) which adjoin the first surfaces (50) at a given angle thereto; two planar
second surfaces (54) which adjoin the cam surfaces (52) and which are essentially parallel with the first surfaces (50); and two third surfaces (56)
which are located between the first and second surfaces in adjoinment therewith and which extend perpendicular to the first surfaces (50); wherein
the sleeve surfaces abut corresponding surfaces on the second sleeve in a closed non-raised position such that during a given part of the opening
movement the respective cam surfaces (52) of the sleeves will slide on one another and therewith lift the port; and wherein the planar first surfaces
(50) of said sleeves slide on one another during the remainder of said opening movement. <IMAGE>
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